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Advanced signal processing for voice and data in wired or wireless environments can require massive computational power. Due
to the complexity and continuing evolution of such systems, it is desirable to maintain as much software controllability in the field
as possible. Time to market can also be improved by reducing the amount of hardware design. This paper describes an architecture
based on clusters of embedded “workhorse” processors which can be dynamically harnessed in real time to support a wide range
of computational tasks. Low-power processors and memory are important ingredients in such a highly parallel environment.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Low cost networks have created new opportunities for voice
over internet applications (VoIP). High channel count voice
signal processing potentially requires a wide variety of com-
putationally demanding real-time software tasks. Also, the
third generation of cellular networks, known as 3G cellular,
is deployed or being installed in many areas of the world.
The specifications for wideband code division multiple ac-
cess (WCDMA) are written by the third generation partner-
ship project (3GPP) to provide a variety of features and ser-
vices beyond second generation (2G) cellular systems. Simi-
larly, time division synchronous code division multiple ac-
cess (TD-SCDMA) specifications have emerged for high-
density segments of the wireless market. All of these enabling
carrier techniques require sophisticated voice and data signal
processing algorithms, as older voice carrying systems have
[1–5].
Multichannel communication systems are excellent can-
didates for parallel computing. This is because there are
many simultaneous users who require significant computing
power for channel signal processing. Diﬀerent communica-
tion scenarios lead to diﬀerent parallel computing require-
ments. To avoid over-designing a product, or creating silicon
that is unnecessarily large or wasteful of power, a design team
needs to know what the various processing requirements are
for a particular application or set of applications. For ex-
ample, legacy voice systems require 8-bit sampled inputs at
8 kHz per channel, while a 3G wireless base-station could
have to process complex extended data samples (16-bit real,
16-bit imaginary) at 3.84MHz from several antenna sources
per channel, a whopping 3 orders of magnitude diﬀerent in-
put bandwidth per channel. Similarly, interprocessor com-
munication bandwidth is very low for legacy voice systems,
but medium-high for WCDMA and TD-SCDMA where in-
termediate computational results need to be exchanged be-
tween processors.
The motivation for this work came from two previ-
ous projects. The first was a feasibility study where tiny
(low silicon area) parallel embedded processors were used
for multichannel high-speed ATM reassembly [6]. At about
the same time, it was observed that the telecom indus-
try was manufacturing boards with up to 2-dozen discrete
DSP chips on them, and several such boards would be re-
quired for a carrier-class voice system. Another feasibil-
ity study showed that parallel embedded-processing tech-
niques could be applied to reduce the size and power re-
quirements of these systems [7]. To take advantage of this,
Cogent ChipWare, Inc. was spun oﬀ from Simon Fraser
University in 1999. Cogent had a customer agreement to
build its first generation VoIP chip, code named Fraser,
but due to fallout associated with the recent high-tech
“crash” this did not reach fruition. Some additional work was
done at Cogent related to WCDMA and TD-SCDMA base-
station algorithms for a possible second generation prod-
uct.
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Table 1: A summary of SoC features for VoIP and base-station chips.
Chip GMACS
Memory # Size +/− Speed Power PCM Ch.
MB Proc. 10%mm2 MHz W 128ms ECAN
Calisto 2.7 1.84 21 117 166 1.2 184
TNETV3010 3.6 3.0 6 190 300 1(+I/O) 192
Entropia III 28 ? 10 ? ? 3 1008
PC102 38.4 1.0 322 210 160 5 ?
FastMath 32 1.03 17 ? 2000 13.5 ?
Fraser (simulation) 12.2 2.3 40 115 320 1.3 1024
This paper addresses signal processing bandwidth re-
quirements, parallel computing requirements, and system
level performance prediction for advanced signal process-
ing applications drawn from the voice telephony and wire-
less base-station areas. The proposed solutions can support
high channel counts on a single chip with considerable flex-
ibility and low-power per channel. A new hierarchical pro-
cessor clustering technique is presented and it is shown that
memory deployment is critical to the eﬃciency of a parallel
embedded processor system. A new 2-dimensional correla-
tion technique is also presented to help show that algorith-
mic techniques are also critical in resource limited embedded
systems-on-chip.
1.1. Related work
There were several commercial eﬀorts to design and imple-
ment parallel embedded processor architectures for voice ap-
plications, all going on at about the same time in compa-
nies such as BOP’s, Broadcom, Centillium, Chamelion, In-
trinsity, Malleable, Motorola, PACT, Picochip, Texas Instru-
ments, and VxTel [8, 9]. In this section we summarize a
cross-section of these approaches. Table 1 shows some of the
critical diﬀerentiating features of the chips which are pre-
sented in the following sections.
Both Calisto and TNETV3010 use on-chip memory for
all channel data, so their channel counts are low at 128 mil-
liseconds of echo cancellation (ECAN) history. Entropia III
and Fraser (this work) have oﬀ chip memories for long echo
tails. Oﬀ-chip bandwidth for echo data is very low, hence I/O
power for this is a fraction of total power (this is discussed
further below).
PC102 and FastMath are marketed for wireless infras-
tructure (e.g., base-stations). Comparisons between Fraser
(and derivatives) and these processors are made in Sections 7
and 8.
1.1.1. Calisto
With the acquisition of Silicon Spice and HotHaus Tech-
nologies, Broadcom had the ingredients for the successful
Calisto VoIP chip [10]. Calisto is based on 4 clusters of 4
SpiceEngine DSP’s, as shown in Figure 1. The 130 nm CMOS
chip runs at 166MHz and dissipates up to 1.2W. The array
is a hierarchy with a main processor at the top, 4 cluster pro-
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Figure 1: Calisto BCM1510 block diagram.
cessors in the middle, and 16 SpiceEngine’s at the bottom.
The SpiceEngines are vector processors with 1KB instruction
cache and 1KB vector register file. Cluster processor cache
lines, a wide 196 B, are filled over a 128 bit bus from shared
memory. Total chip memory is about 1.8MB.
Vector processor concepts work very well for multichan-
nel data streams with variable length frame size. This is dis-
cussed further in [11]. Our own work presented below also
makes extensive use of vectors.
Memory sharing for both programs and data helps to
conserve area and power. One might be concerned about
memory thrashing with many DSP’s and cluster processors
contending for shared memory. The miss cost is reported to
be 0.1-0.2 cycles per instruction (80–90% hit rate) [10].
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Figure 2: TNETV3010 block diagram.
A telecom “blade” capable of supporting up to 1008
“light-weight” (mostly G.711 + Echo cancellation, ECAN)
voice channels requires an array of 5 Calisto chips. This only
supports 32 milliseconds of ECAN. For 128 milliseconds of
ECAN, the chip count would need to be 6. This product
is geared more towards supporting a very wide selection of
channel services than a high channel count.
1.1.2. TNETV3010
Texas Instruments has a wide variety of DSP architectures to
choose from. To compete in the high density voice arena, they
designed the TNETV3010 chip, which is based on 300MHz
DSP’s of similar architecture to the C55 series DSP’s, as
shown in Figure 2 [12]. Six DSP units with local memory,
and access to shared memory, are tied to various peripherals
through global DMA. TNETV3010 has the largest amount
of on-chip memory of the examples in Table 1, 3MB, split
between the DSP units and the shared memory.
The maximum light-weight voice channel count for this
chip is 336, but this does not appear to include ECAN. With
128 milliseconds of ECAN the channel count drops to 192.
Thus 6 chips are required for 1008 channels with 128 mil-
liseconds of ECAN. Like Calisto, TNETV3010 is marketed
with a very broad set of channel options.
1.1.3. FastMATH
The intrinsity FastMATH processor has a 32-bit MIPS core
with 16KB instruction and data caches plus a 4 × 4 mesh
connected array of 32-bit processing elements (PE) [13, 14].
A 1MB level 2 cache is also on chip with additional mem-
ory accessible through a double data rate (DDR) SDRAM
controller. I/O is provided via 2 bidirectional RapidIO ports.
The PE array appears to the MIPS core as a coprocessor. It
executes matrix type instructions in an SIMD fashion. This
architecture stands out for its 2 GHz clock rate, 512 bit wide
bus from the L2 cache to the PE array, and 13.5W power
consumption. It is not marketed in the same VoIP space
as Calisto or TNETV3010, but is oﬀered for wireless base-
station infrastructure.
1.1.4. Entropia III
Centillium’s fourth generation VoIP has a 6 element DSP
“farm” for channel algorithms and a 4 element RISC pro-
cessor “farm” for network functions, as shown in Figure 3
[15, 16]. Available information does not describe how they
achieve 28 GMACs. A dual SDRAM interface is used for both
echo history data as well as program code. At the reported
power level, this interface would be used mainly for ECAN
data with programs executing out of cache.
1.1.5. PicoArray
PicoChip has one of the most fine-grain embedded processor
arrays commercially available. A small version of it is shown
in Figure 4 [17, 18]. The second generation PC102 picoArray
has 329 16-bit processors divided into 260 “standard” (STD),
65 “memory” (MEM), and 4 “control” (CTL) processors. In
addition, there are 15 coprocessors “function-accelerators”
(FA) that have special hardware to assist with some targeted
algorithms. The main application area is wireless infrastruc-
ture (e.g., base-stations).
Interprocessor communication is provided by a switch-
ing array that is programmed to transfer 32-bit words from
one point to another in a 160MHz cycle time. Each small cir-
cle represents a transfer mechanism as shown in the bottom
left of the figure. The larger “switching” circles have 4 inputs
and 4 outputs. The switches are pre-programmed in a state-
machine manner to pass data on each cycle from inputs to
outputs. Tasks that do not require data at the full clock rate
can share switch ports with other tasks that do not require
data at the full clock rate.
PC102 has relatively little on-chip memory for applica-
tion code and data on a per-processor basis. It requires algo-
rithm code to be broken up into small units, so large algo-
rithms require many processors to operate in a tightly cou-
pled fashion. Changing algorithms on-the-fly could require
reprogramming the entire switching matrix.
1.1.6. Fraser
Many of the details of Cogent’s Fraser architecture are dis-
cussed in the remainder of this paper. Figure 5 shows a hier-
archy of processors arranged in 3 groups. The building block
is called a pipelined embedded processor (PEP). It consists
of 2K × 32 program memory, 12K × 32 data memory, and a
core with RISC-like data path and a DSP unit [19–22]. The
central group contains 4 “clusters” of 8 PEP’s, which are con-
sidered “leaf-level” processors. Each end (left, right) has a 4-
processor group that is considered to be at the “root” level.
One processor at each end may be reserved as a spare for
yield enhancement. The other processors are assigned to spe-
cific functions or algorithms, such as storing and retrieving
echo data history (oﬀ-chip); program code loading (from
on- or oﬀ-chip); data input management; and data output
management. All of the processors are joined together via a
scan chain that is JTAG based.
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Figure 3: Entropia III block diagram.
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Figure 4: PicoArray block diagram.
Fraser did not require high processor-to-processor band-
width, so each cluster has a shared memory at either end for
root-level communication. Also, the root processors have a
root-level sharedmemory. The buses are time-slotted so each
processor is guaranteed a minimum amount of bus time. If
a processor does not need the bus, it can remove itself from
the time slot sequence. Motivation for the architecture and
additional details are presented in the following sections.
2. PARALLEL COMPUTING MODELS
When there are several data sets to be manipulated at the
same time, one is likely to consider the single-instruction
multiple-data (SIMD) parallel computer model [23]. This
model assumes that most of the time the same computer in-
struction can be applied to many diﬀerent sets of data in par-
allel. If this assumption holds, SIMD represents a very eco-
nomical parallel computing paradigm.
Multiuser communication systems, where a single algo-
rithm is applied to many channels (data sets), should qual-
ify for SIMD status. However some of the more complicated
algorithms, such as low-bit rate voice encoders,1 have many
data dependent control structures that would require multi-
ple instruction streams for various periods of time. Thus, a
pure SIMD scheme is not ideal. Adding to this complication
is the requirement that one may have to support multiple al-
gorithms simultaneously, each of which operates on diﬀerent
amounts of data. Furthermore, multiple algorithms may be
applied to the same data set. For example, in a digital voice
coding system, a collection of algorithms such as echo cancel-
lation, voice activity detection, silence suppression, and voice
compression might be applied to each channel.
This situation is similar to what one encounters in a mul-
titasking operating system, such as Unix. Here, there is a task
mix and the operating system schedules these tasks according
to some rules that involve, for example, resource use and pri-
ority. The Ivy Cluster concept was invented to combine some
of the best features of SIMD and multitasking, as well as to
take into account the need for modularity in SOC products
[24]. The basic building-block is a “Workhorse” processor
(WHP) that can be harnessed into variable sized teams ac-
cording to signal processing demand. To capture the essence
of SIMD, a small WHP programmemory is desirable, to save
both silicon area and power by avoiding unnecessary pro-
gram replication. A method to load algorithm code “(code
swapping)” into these memories is needed. For this scheme
to work, the algorithms used in the system must satisfy two
properties.
(1) The algorithm execution passes predictably straight
through the code on a per-channel basis. That is, the
algorithm’s performance characteristics are bounded
and deterministic.
(2) The algorithm can be broken down in a uniform way
into small pieces that are only executed once per data
set.
Property 2 means that you should not break an algorithm in
the middle of a loop (this condition can be relaxed under
some circumstances). Research at Simon Fraser University
(SFU), and subsequently at Cogent ChipWare, Inc. has
1 Examples include AMR, a 3G voice coding standard, and ITU standards
G.723.1 and G.729, used in voice-over-packet applications.
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Figure 5: Fraser block diagram.
verified that voice coding, 3G chip rate processing, error-
correcting-code symbol processing, and other relevant com-
munications algorithms satisfy both properties. What diﬀers
between the algorithms is the minimum “code page” size that
is practical. This code page size becomes a design parame-
ter. It is not surprising that we can employ this code distri-
bution scheme because most modern computers work with
the concepts of program and data caches, which exploit the
properties of temporal and spatial locality. Marching straight
through a code segment demonstrates spatial locality, while
having loops embedded within a short piece of code demon-
strates temporal locality. Cogent’s Ivy Cluster concept diﬀers
significantly from the general concept of a cache because it
takes advantage of knowing which piece of code is needed
next for a particular algorithm (task). General purpose com-
puters must treat this as a random event or try to predict
based on various assumptions. Deterministic program exe-
cution rather than random behavior helps considerably in
real-time signal processing applications.
SIMD architectures are considered “fine grain” by com-
puter architects because they have minimal resources but
replicate these resources a potentially large number of times.
As mentioned above, this technique can be the most eﬀective
way to harness the power of parallelism. Thus it is desirable
to have aWHP that is eﬃcient for a variety of algorithms, but
remains as “fine grain” as possible.
Multiple-instruction multiple-data (MIMD) is a general
parallel computing paradigm, where a more arbitrary col-
lection of software is run on multiple computing elements.
By having multiple variable-size teams of WHP’s, processing
power can be eﬃciently allocated to solve demanding signal
processing problems.
The architectures cited in Section 1.1 each have their
unique way of parallel processing.
2.1. Voice coding
Traditional voice coding has low I/O bandwidth and very low
processor-to-processor communication requirements, when
compared with WCDMA and TD-SCDMA. Voice compres-
sion software algorithms such as AMR, G729, and G723.1
can be computationally and algorithmically complex, involv-
ing (relatively) large volumes of program code, so the mul-
titasking requirements of voice coding may be significant. A
SOC device to support a thousand voice channels is challeng-
ing when echo cancellation with up to 128 millisecond echo
tails is required. Data memory requirements become signifi-
cant at high channel counts.
In addition to providing a tailored multitasking environ-
ment, specialized arithmetic support for voice coding can
make a large diﬀerence to algorithm performance. For exam-
ple, fractional data (Q-format) support, least-mean-square
loop support, and compressed-to-linear (mu-law or a-law)
conversion support all improve the overall solution perfor-
mance at minimal hardware expense.
2.2. WCDMA
Cluster technology is well suited to baseband receive and
transmit processing portions of the WCDMA system. Specif-
ically, we can compare the requirements of chip rate pro-
cessing and symbol rate convolutional encoding or decoding
with voice coding. Two significant diﬀerences are the follow-
ing.
(1) WCDMA requires a much higher I/O bandwidth than
voice coding. Multiple antenna inputs need to be con-
sidered.
(2) WCDMA has special “chip” level Boolean operations
that are not required in voice coding computation.
This will aﬀect DSP unit choices.
The I/O bandwidth is determined by several factors includ-
ing the number of antennas, the number of users, data pre-
cision, and the radio frame distribution technique. Using a
processor to relay data is not as eﬀective as having data de-
livered directly (e.g., broadcast) for local processing. Simi-
larly, using “normal” DSP arithmetic features for chip level
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processing is not as eﬀective as providing specific support for
chip level processing.
The diﬃculty here is to choose just the right amount
of “application-specific” support for a WHP device. A good
compromise is to have a few well-chosen DSP “enhance-
ments” that support a family of algorithms so a predom-
inantly “software-defined” silicon system is possible. This
is an area where “programmable” hardware reconfiguration
can be eﬀectively used.
WCDMA’s data requirements do not arise entirely from
the sheer number of users in a system as in a gateway
voice coding system. Some data requirements derive from
the distribution of information through a whole radio frame
(e.g., the transport format combination indicator bits, TFCI)
thereby forcing some computations to be delayed. Also, some
computations require averaging over time, implying fur-
ther data retention (e.g., channel estimation). On-chip data
buﬀers are required as frame information is broadcast to
many embedded processors. A WCDMA SOC solution will
have high on-chip data memory requirements even with an
external memory.
Inter-processor communication is required in WCDMA
for activities such as maximum ratio combining, closed-loop
power control, configuration control, chip-to-symbol level
processing, random access searching, general searching, and
tracking.
In some respects, WCDMA is an even stronger candidate
for SIMD parallelism than voice coding. This is because rel-
atively simple activities, such as chip level processing asso-
ciated with various types of search, can occupy a relatively
high percentage of DSP instruction cycles. Like voice coding,
WCDMA requires a variety of software routines that vary in
size from tiny matched filter routines up to larger Viterbi and
turbo processing routines, and possibly control procedures.
2.3. TD-SCDMA
TD-SCDMA requires baseband receive chip-rate processing,
with a joint detection multiuser interference cancellation
scheme. Like WCDMA, a higher I/O bandwidth than voice
coding is required. Two significant features are the following.
(1) TD-SCDMA with joint detection requires much more
sophisticated algebraic processing of complex quanti-
ties.
(2) Significant processor-processor communication is nec-
essary.
Since TD-SCDMA includes joint detection, it has special
complex arithmetic requirements that are not necessary for
either voice coding or WCDMA. This may take the form of
creating a large sparse system matrix, followed by Cholesky
factorization with forward and backward substitution to
extract encoded data symbols. Unlike voice coding and
WCDMA, such algorithms cannot easily fit on a single fine-
grained WHP and must instead be handled by a team of sev-
eral WHP’s to meet latency requirements. Consequently, this
type of computing requires much more processor-processor
communication to pass intermediate and final results be-
tween processors. Another cause of increased interproces-
sor communication arises from intersymbol interference and
the use of multiple antennas. Processors can be at times
dedicated to a particular antenna, but intermediate results
must be exchanged between the processors. Broadcasting
data from one processor to the other processors in a cluster
(or a team) is an important feature for TD-SCDMA.
Multiplication and division of complex fractional (Q-
format) data to solve simultaneous equations is more dom-
inant in TD-SCDMA than in voice coding (although some
voice algorithms use Q-format) and WCDMA. WCDMA is
also heavy on complex arithmetic but it is more amenable to
hardware assists than in TD-SCDMA.
The most time-consuming software routines needed for
TD-SCDMA (i.e., joint detection) do not occupy a large pro-
grammemory space. However, there is still a requirement for
a mix of software support.
2.4. Juggling mixed requirements
Each application has features in common as well as special re-
quirements that will be diﬃcult to support eﬃciently without
some custom hardware. One common feature is the need for
sequences of data, or vectors. This is quite applicable to voice
coding, for example, because a collection of voice samples
over time forms a vector data set. These data sets can be as
short as a few samples or as long as 1024 samples depending
on circumstances. Similarly, WCDMA data symbols spread
over several memory locations can be processed as vectors.
Theminimum support for vector data processing can be cap-
tured by three features:
(1) a “streaming”memory interface so vector data samples
(of varying precision) are fetched every clock cycle;
(2) a processing element that can receive data from mem-
ory every clock cycle (e.g., a DSP unit);
(3) a looping method so programmers can write eﬃcient
code.
The concept of data streaming works for all of the applica-
tions being discussed, where the elements involved can be
local memories, shared global memories, first-in first-out
(FIFO) memories, or buses. Since not all of these features are
needed by all of the algorithms, tradeoﬀs must be made.
Another place where diﬃcult choices must be made is
in the type of arithmetic support provided. TD-SCDMA’s
complex arithmetic clearly benefits from 2 multipliers, while
some of the other algorithms benefit from only 1 multiplier.
Other algorithms do not need any multipliers. As will be
shown in Section 9, DSP area is not a significant percentage
of the whole. Bus-width to local data memory is a more im-
portant concern, as power can increase with multiple mem-
ory blocks operating concurrently. The potential return from
a DSP unit that has carefully chosen run-time reconfigura-
bility can outweigh the silicon area taken up by the selectable
features. To first order, as long as the WHP core area does
not increase at a faster rate than an algorithm’s MIPS count
decreases, adding hardware can be beneficial. This assumes
that a fixed total number of channels must be processed,
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Table 2: Alternative bus configurations.
32-bit cluster bus Round Robin Round Robin Round Robin enhanced + Input Cluster to cluster
(320MHz) standard enhanced local broadcast broadcast bus FIFO
Configurations: I II III IV V
Latency
2M write 1M write 1M write
Data dependent Few cycles
2M read 1M read —
Bandwidth ∼ 80Mbps
per processor
∼ 160Mbps
per processor
∼ 160Mbps write 1.28Gbps 1.28Gbps
M = 8
and so more channels per processor means fewer processors
overall. Another constraint is that there must be enough lo-
cal memory to support the number of channels according
to MIPS count. Too much local memory may slow the clock
rate, thereby reducing the channel count per processor.
For example, if 48 KB is the local memory limit and
40KB are available for channel processing where a chan-
nel requires 1.6KB of data, then the maximum number of
channels would be 25 per WHP. If initially a particular algo-
rithm requires 20 MIPS, only 16 channels can be supported
(at 320MHz) due to limited performance. If DSP (or soft-
ware) improvements are made, there is no point in reducing
the MIPS requirement for a channel below 14, as that would
support 25 channels. Frequency can also be raised to increase
channel counts. However, there are frequency limits imposed
by memory blocks, the WHP pipeline structure, and global
communication.
3. IVY CLUSTERS
In order to support multiple concurrent signal processing ac-
tivities, an array of N processors must be organized for eﬃ-
cient computation. For minimal processor-processor inter-
ference all N processors should be independent. However,
this is not possible for a variety of reasons. First, the proces-
sors need to be broken into groups so that instruction dis-
tribution buses and data buses have a balanced load. Also, it
is more eﬃcient if each processor has a local memory (ded-
icated, with no contention) and appropriate global commu-
nication structures. When software is running in parallel on
several processors, interprocessor communication necessar-
ily takes a small portion of execution time. By using eﬃcient
deterministic communication models, accurate system per-
formance predictions are possible.
A shared global memory can serve several purposes.
(i) Voice (or other) data can be accessed from global
memory by both a telecom network I/O processor and
a packet data network I/O processor.
(ii) Shared data tables of constant data related to algo-
rithms such as G729 can be stored in the shared mem-
ory, thereby avoiding memory replication. This frees
memory (and consequently area) for more data chan-
nels.
(iii) Dynamic random access memory (DRAM) can be
used for global memories, if desired, to save chip area,
because the global memory interface can deal with
DRAM latency issues. Processor local memories must
remain static random access memory (SRAM) to avoid
latency. However, DRAM blocks tend to have a fairly
large minimum size, which could be much more than
necessary.
(iv) Global memory can be used more eﬀectively when
spread over several processors, especially if the proces-
sors are executing diﬀerent algorithms.
For high bandwidth I/O or interprocessor communication,
a shared global memory alone may not be adequate. Table 2
shows five configuration alternatives that could be cho-
sen according to algorithm bandwidth requirements. Stan-
dard round-robin divides the available bus bandwidth evenly
amongst M processors. Split transactions (separate address
and data) set the latency to 2M bus cycles. Enhanced round-
robin permits requests to be chained (e.g., for vector data),
cutting the latency toM bus cycles (2M for the first element
of a vector). With local broadcast, data can be written by one
processor to each other processor in a cluster. Input broad-
cast is used, for example, to multiplex data from several an-
tennas and distribute it to clusters over a dedicated bus. Clus-
ter to cluster data exchanges permit adjacent clusters to pass
data as part of a distributed processing algorithm. All of these
bus configurations can be used eﬀectively for various aspects
of the communication scenarios mentioned above. The bus
data width (e.g., 32 or 64 bits) is yet another bandwidth se-
lection variable.
The name Ivy Cluster (or just Cluster) refers to a group
of processors that have a common code distribution bus (like
the stem of a creeping Ivy plant), a local memory, and global
communication structures that have appropriate bandwidth
for the chosen algorithms. Figure 6 can serve as a reference
for Table 2 configurations. Code distribution is described in
the next section. The proper number of leaf level processors
(L) in a cluster depends on a variety of factors, for exam-
ple, on how much contention can be tolerated for a shared
(single-port) global memory with M = L + K round-robin
accesses, where K is the number of root level processors. One
must also pay attention to the length of the instruction dis-
tribution bus, and memory data and address buses. These
buses should be short enough to support single clock cycle
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Figure 7: Code page swapping for multiple tasks.
data transfer. Buﬀering, pipelining, and limited voltage swing
techniques can be used to insure that this is possible.
Note that bus arbitration is a significant issue in itself.
The schemes discussed in this paper assume that all of the
processors have deterministic and uniform access to a bus.
4. TASK CONTROL
Figure 6 shows a typical Cluster configuration where there
may be several processors (e.g., 8 in Fraser) in a Cluster mod-
ule. To conserve silicon area, each Cluster processor has a
modest amount of program memory, nominally 2K words.
A task control processor (TCP) is in charge of code distri-
bution, that is, downloading “code pages” into various pro-
gram memories [19, 25]. Several Cluster modules may be
connected to a single TCP. For larger service mixes, 2 TCPs
may be used.
The TCP’s keep track of real-time code distribution needs
via a prioritizing scheduler routine [26–28]. Task control in-
volves sequencing through blocks of code where there might
be eight or more such blocks strung together for a particu-
lar task mix, for example, G729 encode, G729 decode, echo
cancellation, and tone detection. Figure 7 shows roughly (not
drawn to scale) what this looks like relative to important time
boundaries, for two tasks.
The small blips at subtask boundaries represent time
when a particular group of processors are having a new block
of code loaded. The top row of black blips repeats with a 10
millisecond period, while the bottom row of red blips re-
peats with a 30 millisecond period. At 320MHz, there are
3.2 million cycles in a 10 millisecond interval. If we assume
that instructions are loaded in bursts at 320MHz, it will take
about 2048 + overhead clock cycles to load a 2K word code
page. Ten blocks use up 20 480 cycles or about 1% (with some
overhead) of one 10 millisecond interval. If this is repeated
for four channels it uses under 4% of available time. Here
one can trade oﬀ swap time for local memory context sav-
ing space. It is generally not favorable to process all chan-
nels at once (from each code page, rather than repeating the
entire set for each channel) because that requires more soft-
ware changes and extra runtime local memory (for context
switching). One can budget 10% for task swapping without
significant impact on algorithm processing (note that Cal-
isto’s cache miss overhead was 10–20%). This is accounted
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Figure 8: I/O processor to cluster processor handshake.
for by adjusting MIPS requirements. Under most circum-
stances, less than 10% overhead is required (especially when
a computationally intensive loop fits in one code page). Also,
some applications may fit in a single code page and not re-
quire swapping at all (e.g., WCDMA searching and tracking).
Methods can be developed to support large programs as well
as small programs. A small “framework” of code needs to be
resident in each cluster processor’s program memory to help
manage page changes.
One complicating factor is that code swapping for diﬀer-
ent tasks must be interleaved over the same bus. Thus, refer-
ring to Figure 7, two sets of blips show 2 diﬀerent tasks in
progress. Tasks that are not in code swap mode can continue
to run. A second complicating factor is that some algorithms
take more time than others. For example, G723 uses a 30mil-
lisecond data sample frame, while G729 uses a 10millisecond
data sample frame.
These complications are handled by using a program-
mable task scheduler to keep track of the task mix. There
is a fixed number (limit 4 to 8, say) of diﬀerent tasks in a
task mix. The TCP then sequences through all activities in a
fixed order. Cogent has simulated a variety of task swapping
schemes in VHDL as well as C/C++ [25].
5. MATCHING COMMUNICATION BANDWIDTH
TO THE ALGORITHM
The main technique used to synchronize cluster processors
with low-medium speed I/O data flow (e.g., Table 2 configu-
rations I and II) is to use shared memory mail boxes for sig-
naling the readiness of data, as shown in Figure 8. The I/O
processor is synchronized to its input data stream, for exam-
ple, a TDM bus. Each cluster processor must finish its data
processing within the data arrival time, leaving room formail
box checks. Note that new data can arrive during a task swap
interval, so waiting time can be reduced. The I/O processor
can check to see if the cluster processor has taken its data via
a similar “data taken” test, if necessary.
In general, the problems of interest are completely data
flow driven. The data timing is so regular that parallel com-
puting performance can be accurately predicted. This section
discusses how variations in bandwidth requirements can be
handled.
A standard voice channel requires 64 Kbps or 8 KBps
bandwidth. One thousand such channels require about
8MBps bandwidth. If data is packed and sent over a 32-bit
data bus, the bus cycle rate is only 2Mcps. It is clear that the
simple shared bus configuration I or II in Table 2 is more
than adequate for basic voice I/O. One complicating fac-
tor for voice processing is the potential requirement for 128
millisecond echo tail cancellation. A typical brute force echo
cancellation algorithm would require 1024 history values ev-
ery 125 µs. This can be managed from a local memory per-
spective, but transferring this amount of data for hundreds
of channels would exceed the shared bus bandwidth. Echo
tail windowing techniques can be used to reduce this data
requirement. By splitting this between local and an oﬀ-chip
memory, the shared bus again becomes adequate for a thou-
sand channels [29]. Although the foregoing example is fairly
specialized, it clearly shows that the approach one takes to
solve problems is very important.
Configuration III in Table 2 adds the feature of a broad-
cast from one processor in a cluster to the other processors in
the same cluster. This feature is implemented by adding small
blocks of quasi-dual-port memory to the cluster processors.
One port appears as local memory for reading while the
other port receives data that is written to one or all (broad-
cast) of the processors in a cluster. This greatly enhances the
processor-to-processor communication bandwidth. It is nec-
essary for solving intersymbol interference problems in TD-
SCDMA. It can also be used for maximum ratio combining
when several processors in a cluster are all working on a very
high data rate channel with antenna diversity.
Configuration IV in Table 2 may be required in addi-
tion to any of configurations I–III. This scenario can be used
to support the broadcasting of radio frame data to several
processing units. For example, the WCDMA chip rate of
3.84Mcps could result in a broadcast bandwidth require-
ment of about 128MBps per antenna, where 16-bits of I
and 16-bits of Q data are broadcast after interpolating (over-
sampling) to 8× precision. Sending I & Q in parallel over a
32-bit bus reduces this to 32MWps, where a word is 32 bits.
Broadcasting this data to DSP’s which have chip-rate process-
ing enhancements for searching and variable spreading factor
symbol processing can greatly improve the performance and
eﬃciency of a cluster. To avoid replicating large amounts of
radio frame data, each processor in a cluster should extract
selected amounts of it and process it in real time. The inter-
face is via DSP Unit 2 in Figure 6.
So far, all of the interprocessor communication examples
have been restricted within a single cluster or between clus-
ter processors and I/O processors. In some cases two clusters
may be working on a set of calculations with intermediate
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results that must be passed from one cluster to another. Con-
figuration V in Table 2 is intended for this purpose. Since this
is a directional flow of data, small first-in first-out (FIFO)
memories can be connected from a processor in one clus-
ter to a corresponding processor in another cluster. This per-
mits a stream of data to be created by one processor and con-
sumed by another processor with no bus contention penalty.
This type of communication could be used in TD-SCDMA,
where a set of processors in one cluster sends intermediate
results to a set of processors in another cluster. This interface
is also via DSP Unit 2 in Figure 6.
6. SIMULATION AND PERFORMANCE PREDICTION
Once the bussing and processor-processor communication
structures have been chosen, accurate parallel computer
performance estimates can be obtained. Initially, software
is written for a single cluster processor. All of the in-
put/output data transfer requirements are known. Full sup-
port for C code development and processor simulation is
used. To obtain good performance, critical sections of the
C code are replaced by assembler, which can be seam-
lessly embedded in the C code itself. In this manner, ac-
curate performance estimates are obtained for the single
cluster processor. For example, an initial C code perfor-
mance for the G726 voice standard required about 56 MIPS
for one channel. After a few iterations of assembler code
substitution, the MIPS requirement for G726 was reduced
to less than 9 MIPS per channel. This was with limited
hardware support. In some critical cases, assembler code
is handwritten from the start to obtain eﬃcient perfor-
mance.
All of our bussing and communication models are de-
terministic because of their round-robin, or TDM, access
nature. Equal bandwidth is available to all processors, and
the worst case bandwidth is predictable. Once an accurate
software model has been developed for a single cluster pro-
cessor, all of the cluster processors that execute the same soft-
ware will have the same performance. If multitasking is nec-
essary, code swapping overhead is built into the cluster pro-
cessor’s MIPS requirements. Control communications, per-
formance monitoring, and other asynchronous overhead is
also considered and similarly built into the requirements.
In a similar fashion, software can be written for an I/O
processor. All of the input/output data transfer requirements
are known and can be accommodated by design. In situations
such as voice coding where the cluster processors do not have
to communicate with each other, none of the cluster proces-
sors even has to be aware of the others. They simply exchange
information with an I/O processor at the chosen data rate
(e.g., through a shared cluster global memory).
Some algorithms require more processor-processor com-
munication. In this case, any possible delays to acquire data
from another cluster processor must be factored into the
software MIPS requirement. Spreadsheets are essential tools
to assemble overall performance contributions. Spreadsheet
performance charts can be kept up to date with any software
or architectural adjustments. Power estimates, via hardware
utilization factors, and silicon area estimates, via replicated
resource counts, may also be derived from such analysis.
6.1. Advanced system simulation
Once a satisfactory prediction has been obtained, as de-
scribed in the previous section, a detailed system simulation
can be built. The full power of object oriented computing is
used for this level of simulation. Objects for all of the system
resources, including cluster processing elements, I/O pro-
cessing elements, shared memory, and shared buses are con-
structed in the C++ object oriented programming language.
Figure 9 shows how various objects can be used to build
a system level simulator. Starting from a basic cycle accurate
PEP (or WHP) instruction simulation model, various types
of processor objects can be defined (e.g., for I/O and cluster
computing). All critical resources, such as shared buses, are
added as objects. Each object keeps track of important statis-
tics, such as its utilization factor, so reports can be generated
to show how the system performed under various conditions.
Significant quantities of input data are prepared in ad-
vance (e.g., voice compression test vectors, antenna data) and
read from files. Output data are stored into files for post-
simulation analysis.
It is not necessary to have full algorithm code running
on every processor all of the time because of algorithm par-
allelism which mirrors the hardware parallelism. Concurrent
equivalent algorithms which do not interact do not neces-
sarily need to be simulated together—rather, some proces-
sors can run the full suite of code, while others mimic the
statistical I/O properties derived from individual algorithm
simulations. This style of hierarchical abstraction provides a
large simulation performance increase. Alternatively, much
of the time only a small number of processors are in the crit-
ical path. Other processors can be kept in an idle state and
awakened at specified times to participate.
Cogent has constructed system level simulations for some
high channel count voice scenarios which included task
swapping assumptions, echo cancellation with oﬀ-chip his-
tory memory, and H.110 type TDM I/O. The detailed sys-
tem simulation performed as well as or better than our much
simpler spread-sheet predictions because the spread-sheet
predictions are based on worst-case deterministic analysis.
Similar spread-sheet predictions (backed up by C and assem-
bly code) can be used for WCDMA and TD-SCDMA perfor-
mance indicators.
7. VoIP TEAMWORK
A variety of voice processing task mixes are possible for the
Fraser chip introduced in Section 1.1.6. Fraser does not have
any of the “optional” features shown in Figure 6. Also, Fraser
only needs Table 2 configuration I for on-chip communi-
cation. For light-weight voice channels based on G711 or
G729AB (with 128 millisecond ECAN, DTMF, and other es-
sential telecom features), up to 1024 channels can be sup-
ported with oﬀ-chip SRAM used for echo history data.
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Figure 9: C++ system modeling.
Table 3: Comparison of light-weight channel capacity.
Chip G711 + 128ms ECAN G729AB + 128ms ECAN
Fraser 1024 1.3mW/chan 288 4.5mW/chan
Calisto 184 6.5mW/chan 120 10mW/chan (64ms echo)
TNETV3010 192 5.2mW/chan (core power only) 192 5.2mW/chan (c.p.o.)
Entropia III 1008 3mW/chan 264 11mW/chan
Program code pages are stored on-chip in the TCU proces-
sors local memories and other available on-chip memories.
Table 3 compares Fraser’s estimated channel counts and
power per channel with other VoIP chips. Fraser’s channel
count for G729AB is limited by local-memory (as are the
other chips). More information on G729 may be found in
[30].
Power choices are discussed in Section 9. For these exam-
ples the power includes 32 core processors, SRAM I/O pro-
cessor and oﬀ-chip SRAM (2.5V), full-duplex H.110 bus ac-
tivity (3.3V) and TDM I/O processors, host input (but no
host output), and TCU activity. It is assumed that Fraser will
have a host processor for initial code loading and possibly
some higher level signaling functions (although there is spare
root processor capacity for this).
8. WCDMA TEAM PROCESSING EXAMPLE
To further demonstrate the proposed architecture, this sec-
tion describes a procedure forWCDMA random access chan-
nel (RACH) preamble detection [14, 18, 31]. References
[14, 31] describe this procedure in detail. The preamble con-
sists of a 16-bit Hadamard pattern that is spread 256 times
into a 4096-chip sequence. The spreading codes are a com-
bination of a real long code and a complex short code. Pseu-
dorandom codes can be generated in hardware with linear
feedback shift registers. This is a DSP2 function. Pattern bits
can be preloaded and multiplied (or exclusive-or’d) with the
random codes to form c-values, used below. These are ac-
tually complex numbers of the form (1,− j; −1,− j; −1, j;
1, j). Complex received data samples, I + jQ, are r-values be-
low. The precision and scaling of I/Q values is assumed to
be managed such that 256 of them can be accumulated in a
16-bit register, so a complex accumulator is 32 bits.
The majority of processing cycles for this application
(and WCDMA rake and search processing) are consumed by
2-dimensional (2D) correlations. The first dimension (hor-
izontal, cf. Figure 10) is the sum of the c-values applied to
appropriately selected r-values (e.g., spaced 1 chip apart,
and over-sampled 8×). The second dimension (vertical, cf.
Figure 10), represents search delay. For a 20Km search delay,
there are 512 chips. If the searching is done at chip/2 resolu-
tion, there are 1024 accumulations in the search dimension.
A basic 2D correlation can be characterized by width and
height (or horizontal and vertical) information. The “aspect
ratio,” A, is the ratio of horizontal stride to vertical stride.
For example, when sample data are broadcast with a resolu-
tion of chip/8 (but we wish to perform a search with verti-
cal strides of chip/2 and horizontal strides of one chip) the
aspect ratio is 2. Figure 10 shows N = 128 accumulations
which corresponds to a 64 chip 2D search. For good perfor-
mance, the hardware should be able to consume 4 r-values
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T0 = c0r0 + c1r8 + c2r16 + c3r24 + · · ·+ c255r2040
T1 = c0r4 + c1r12 + c2r20 + c3r28 + · · ·+ c255r2044
T2 = c0r8 + c1r16 + c2r24 + c3r32 + · · ·+ c255r2048
T3 = c0r12 + c1r20 + c2r28 + c3r36 + · · ·+ c255r2052
T4 = c0r16 + c1r24 + c2r32 + · · ·
T5 = c0r20 + c1r28 + c2r36 + · · ·
T6 = c0r24 + c1r32 + c2r40 + · · ·
T7 = c0r28 + c1r36 + c2r44 + · · ·
. . .
T126 = c0r504 + c1r512 + c2r520 + c3r528 + · · ·+ c255r2544
T127 = c0r508 + c1r516 + c2r524 + c3r532 + · · ·+ c255r2548
Figure 10: Search correlation equations.
simultaneously (in a SIMDmode). Temporary results, or ac-
cumulators, are Ti. For the memory to keep up, there should
be a 128-bit path to local memory to store intermediate ac-
cumulator values. The algorithm should be written such that
sampled data are used as much as possible before being dis-
carded. Thus Figure 10 shows in bold that r24 is used 4 times
along a diagonal path. The c-values need to be restarted at the
beginning of each diagonal traversal. The computation starts
out triangularly, adding one more term per inner loop iter-
ation until the maximum, N/A, then tailing oﬀ triangularly,
reducing the inner loop by 1 until the end.
For high eﬃciency, enough received data values need to
be buﬀered to avoid stalling the 2D correlation. Data broad-
cast can also be done at a higher than real-time rate, and de-
layed somewhat to reduce WHP buﬀer size. The time taken
for this may be used by theWHP for other tasks. To access re-
ceived data in the correct order, a finger buﬀer unit (FBU) is
programmed to capture values from the input broadcast bus,
in a FIFO-like manner, as in Figure 11. Only a small percent-
age of data from the bus need to be captured. For example,
one out of several possible antennas.
Since we have access to received data in multiples of 4
at a time, we can formulate the computation with an “inner
loop” that reuses the current set of 4 received values as often
as they appear in the 2D correlation (along a diagonal). In
Figure 11, the first set of 4 I/Q values (r0, r4, r8, r12) are
complex gated by c0, and then the next set, r8, r12, r16, r20,
are gated by c1. We refer to these 2 operations as an even
step and an odd step because they have slightly diﬀerent data
alignment (cf. Figure 12). This complex gating operation is
more complicated than what is needed for RACH, but the
generality can be used for other finger processing and search
operations.
RACH preamble detection is complicated by the fact that
we are searching for specific pattern bits. Each pattern bit is
spread by 256 and each of the chip level entries are separated
by 16 chips. This type of search requires 16 times as many
accumulators, so we label these with 2 subscripts (pattern bit
on the right). Thus P00 is the 0th entry of pattern bit 0. Pat-
Input broadcast bus
...
r60 r56 r52 r48
r44 r40 r36 r32
r28 r24 r20 r16
r12 r8 r4 r0
FBU
DSP2 hardware
Quad read/write streams
Figure 11: FBU search data arrangement.
; first sample set, 1 inner loop iteration (even and odd cycles):
T0 = c0r0 + c1r8 ;
T1 = c0r4 + c1r12 ;
T2 = c0r8 + c1r16 ;
T3 = c0r12 + c1r20 ;
; second sample set, 2 inner loop iterations
(even and odd cycles):
T4 = c0r16 + c1r24 ; T0 + = c2r16 + c3r24
T5 = c0r20 + c1r28 ; T1 + = c2r20 + c3r28
T6 = c0r24 + c1r32 ; T2 + = c2r24 + c3r32
T7 = c0r28 + c1r36 ; T3 + = c2r28 + c3r36
; third sample set, 3 inner loop iterations.
; etc. . . .max inner loop length is N/A.
Figure 12: Even and odd correlation definitions.
tern bit 0 equations go as (here received data are at chip/2
resolution) in Figure 13.
Breaking this down into sets of 4 equations, the compu-
tation goes as in Figure 14. There are even and odd steps as
before, but 2 sets of read-modify-writes are required, since
diﬀerent accumulators are involved.
In all of the above cases, the combined descrambling
and despreading codes (c-values) are used sequentially. The
maximum inner loop iteration count is 32 for this type of
search. With an inner loop length of 6 cycles, and an outer
loop length of 5 cycles (< 103 000 cycles (1236 chip times at
320MHz) including initialization), the algorithm is not cycle
limited but memory limited. With 8 kW available for accu-
mulators, only 512 chips of oﬀset can be accumulated in one
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P00 = c0r0 + c16r32 + c32r64 + c48r96 +· · ·+ c4080r8160
P10 = c0r1 + c16r33 + c32r65 + c48r97 +· · ·+ c4080r8161
P20 = c0r2 + c16r34 + c32r66 + c48r98 +· · ·+ c4080r8162
P30 = c0r3 + c16r35 + c32r67 + c48r99 +· · ·+ c4080r8163
P40 = c0r4 + c16r36 + c32r68 + c48r100 +· · ·+ c4080r8164
. . . etc.
Figure 13: RACH pattern definitions.
Table 4: Comparison of RACH processing performance.
Chip
RACH, 20 km, chip/2, RACH, 30 km, chip/2,
16 patterns, 1 antenna 16 patterns, 2 antennas
Fraser+DSP2 +
6.3% core (2 WHPs) 18.8% core (6 WHPs)
input broadcast
FastMATH
16% array
?
(2.6 processors)
PC102
12FA; 12MEM; 12ANY 24FAU; 24MEM; 24ANY
∼ 1 PC102 device ∼ 2 PC102 devices
WHP. Thus a second processor can be used for the other half
of the calculation. If diﬀerent assumptions are made, such as
reducing the number of patterns to 8, then a single WHP can
perform this algorithm in real-time. A 16 value Hadamard
transform can be computed in about 85 cycles, so the 1024
real + complex values can be processed in about 87 040 cy-
cles (1045 chip times at 320MHz). The second processor will
finish about 256 chip times later than the first processor. The
first processor can then be used to aggregate the final result
and send it to a transmitter WHP for an AICH reply. The re-
sult will be ready only a few hundred chip times past the 5120
chip slot mark, well before the required 7680 chip reply time.
Each WHP in this case is less than 50% busy cycle-wise, as
they are memory limited. The cycle savings can be used for
another computation, or applied to save power. This algo-
rithm can be scaled, for example to a 200 km radius. In this
case, with half the patterns, and each processor processing
2 sets of oﬀsets, a team of 5 WHP’s can do the job. Further
simplifications may reduce the team size.
Table 4 shows how the second generation of Fraser with
optional features from Figure 6 (simulated) would compare
with the second generation of picoChip’s array [18], and
the second generation of Intrinsity’s FastMATH processor
[14]. The FastMATH algorithm also uses Hadamard trans-
forms [31], but the picoChip algorithm is based entirely on
matched filters, and appears to use far more resources.
For other aspects of WCDMA, a single WHP with DSP2
enhancements can manage 32 rake fingers, which may be ap-
plied to channels in various ways as demanded by the user
load and antenna configuration.
9. PHYSICAL IMPLEMENTATION
A prototype chip, code named Lisa, based on a single PEPIII
WHP was designed and fabricated in 130 nm CMOS. Lisa
was rigorously verified and, to our considerable relief, passed
every test when first silicon was returned. Post tapeout analy-
sis showed that 350MHz would be an achievable target clock
rate for our architecture but 320MHz would require less op-
timization eﬀort. The lowest clock rate before channel counts
are reduced is 313MHz.
From Lisa predictions and results, area, power, and speed
predictions can be made for chips with various DSP capa-
bilities and cluster configurations. Figure 15 shows the basic
parts of Fraser’s chip area. The DSP unit (single MAC with
a small amount of application specific hardware) and 32-bit
data path (including 30 general registers, ALU, barrel shifter,
and other hardware) together only contribute about 8% to
the WHP area. The data path is mostly custom layout, while
the DSP has a custom multiplier with synthesis used for the
rest.
Commercial memories vary considerably in their per-
formance and power estimates. Figure 16 “Power I” shows
Fraser’s expected power using a standard commercial mem-
ory. Lower power commercial memories are available but
tend to be too slow for this application. Research at SFU and
Cogent ChipWare has lead to the design of an exceptionally
low-power SRAM [32]. Using 2K× 32 blocks of this memory
would cut Fraser’s power considerably (with a small increase
in area), as shown in Power II. Cogent’s memory architecture
uses a single, limited swing bit line that is only driven when
Q = 1. Also, there is no column multiplexing. These fea-
tures plus a low-power decoder design give Cogent’s memory
a major advantage.
When large amounts of on-chip memory are required,
some form of redundancy can increase yield. A global WHP
scan and control chain can be used to shut down WHPs
that are found to be defective during a power-on self-test se-
quence.
Modification of Fraser to support WCDMA and TD-
SCDMA base-station processing requires the optional fea-
tures shown in Figure 6. An enhanced DSP unit that has
some programmable configuration features can greatly im-
prove the performance of chip rate processing, data correla-
tions, Hadamard transforms, Fourrier transforms, input data
capture, Viterbi/turbo algorithms, and complex algebra. DSP
area is not a major factor compared with local memory size.
With input data broadcast and buﬀering, and additional DSP
features (perhaps tripling the DSP size), the chip area would
increase by 8–10%. For the highest performance, the WHP
DSP2 to memory interface should be 128 bits. This will in-
crease the power of some WHP’s that are running demand-
ing algorithms, such as WCDMA random access channel
searching, by about 25%. It is thus even more important
to have exceptionally low-power memory. Some additional
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P00 = c0r0; P01 = c1r2;
P10 = c0r1; P11 = c1r3;
P20 = c0r2; P21 = c1r4;
P30 = c0r3; P31 = c1r5;
————————————
P40 = c0r4; P41 = c1r6; P02 = c2r4; P03 = c3r6
P50 = c0r5; P51 = c1r7; P12 = c2r5; P13 = c3r7
P60 = c0r6; P61 = c1r8; P22 = c2r6; P23 = c3r8
P70 = c0r7; P71 = c1r9; P32 = c2r7; P33 = c3r9
—————————————————————–
P80 = c0r8; P81 = c1ra; P42 = c2r8; P43 = c3ra; P04 = c4r8; P05 = c5ra;
P90 = c0r9; P91 = c1rb; P52 = c2r9; P53 = c3rb; P14 = c4r9; P15 = c5rb;
Pa0 = c0ra; Pa1 = c1rc; P62 = c2ra; P63 = c3rc; P24 = c4ra; P25 = c5rc;
Pb0 = c0rb; Pb1 = c1rd; P72 = c2rb; P73 = c3rd; P34 = c4rb; P35 = c5rd;
—————————————————————————————–
. . . ; after each correlation has received 1 term, replace “=” with “+ =” (accumulate)
; or, set all accumulators to zero, then do + =.
; we distinguish between even and odd iteration steps for data alignment.
Figure 14: RACH processing steps.
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(b)
Figure 15: Fraser WHP subblock area (a). Fraser area by major block (b).
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Figure 16: Power estimates for Fraser implementations.
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power will also be used for broadcast data distribution (e.g.,
antenna input).
Fraser’s oﬀ-chip 32–36 bit SRAM bus runs at 160MHz. If
higher bandwidth to oﬀ-chip memory is necessary for high
channel count WCDMA, it can be provided by using a more
advanced 320MHz bus, possibly with double data rate tech-
niques. Using the abovemethods, a single chip should be able
to handle the base-station processing for over 32 WCDMA
channels, or a standard TD-SCDMA user load. Larger sys-
tems can be constructed by exporting the root bus so mul-
tiple chips can communicate through shared root memory.
This is still work in progress.
10. CONCLUSION
This paper has described a team-based embedded proces-
sor paradigm based on a generic vector-oriented WHP with
strategic application specific features. Most of the features
are quite general, so they could be viewed as a good choice
for signal processing in embedded systems. Data distribu-
tion needs to be programmable for each WHP, so that real-
time data can be delivered from I/O to core through shared
memory buﬀers, or directly consumed from broadcast input
data to local DSP units. External memory may be strategi-
cally used for intermediate data results and program code
storage. If the same chip could be used for all of the above
applications (with appropriately diﬀerent I/O) a viable man-
ufacturing volume should be possible.
A novel concept for saving program memory in a mul-
tiprocessor architecture has been presented. The concept
works for reasons similar to why program and data memory
caches work in modern computers, but the implementation
is simpler than what would be required for a multiprocessor
cache-based architecture.
An eﬃcient approach to 2D correlation was introduced.
The algorithm consumes sample data in the order that they
arrive, thereby saving memory which can then be used for
intermediate accumulator values or channel data. A local
memory interface with flexible address generation and vec-
tor streaming capability helps to speed up this and other al-
gorithms that rely on data sequences.
Finally, performance prediction methods have been con-
sidered. A variety of simulation methods together with
spread-sheet models give accurate SOC performance estima-
tion. Programming in C or C++ is quite straightforward.
However, data processing techniques can make a large dif-
ference to required bandwidth. Carefully chosen algorithms
are important.
The proposed architecture is very eﬃcient in area and
power compared with other approaches shown in Tables 3
and 4. A high MAC rating is often used as the most impor-
tant measure in embedded systems. However, the way that
memory is used should be considered just as important.
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